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Embodyment Journal

HOW THIS JOURNAL WORKS



This journal will help you stay on track, keep focused and 
motivated over the next 12 weeks. We have designed it to help 
you succeed by focusing on your goals and keeping track of your 
achievements.



You’ll be amazed at how writing in this journal will help you. It has 
been proven that by writing down goals and consistently 
reviewing them you are more likely to stay focused and achieve 
them.



Seeing your achievements written down will give you the extra 
motivation needed to carry on especially at times when things may 
seem hard. Let’s face it life can often get in the way at times, but 
that’s ok! Write down any issues or bumps in your journey and 
what you did to overcome them so you know what to do in the 
future if they arise again.



Don’t forget to plan out your workouts each week as well - we 
have added a section to your weekly planner where you can add if 
it is a rest day or a workout day. You can print out this planner 
page, fill it in and stick it somewhere you will see each day or add 
your workout days to the calendar on your phone.



Treat them the same way as a visit to the doctor, dentist or 
hairdresser! They are important so should be treated as such!

So, now you are ready to start, let’s get going by setting your 
goals and taking measurements.


WELCOME TO YOUR 
EMBODYMENT JOURNAL!
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Embodyment Journal

This section is all about you 
and where you are now.

One of the key things most people forget to do when making 
changes is make a note of where they started. Sometimes this can 
be because it might be too uncomfortable for them to think about 
where they were or they are so focused and excited to make 
changes that they simply forget.



However, we can’t say enough how important it is to make note of 
where you are now. If not it is hard to measure your progress and 
see how far you have come. There is nothing more motivating than 
seeing progress! So, the first thing to do is to take your 
measurements.


3

All 

about you.
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Embodyment Journal

HOW TO TAKE

MEASUREMENTS:
We suggest you take measurements at key points around the 
body such as your chest, tops of your arms, waist, stomach, hips, 
bottom, thighs and calves. Make sure when you take your 
re-measurements you are doing so at the same point as the first 
measurements.



If you are taking measurements yourself, ensure you are in front of 
a mirror to prevent the measuring tape from becoming loose and 
wonky and rather keep the tape taught to your body. Also try not 
to look down at the tape and rather look in the mirror to read the 
number instead as looking down can change the tape placement.



CHEST

BOTTOM

WAIST

STOMACH

THIGHS

HIPS

Measure around the 
narrowest part of your torso


INCHES
Measure around your 
nipple line

INCHES

Measure around your 
hip bones

INCHES

Measure around your

belly button


INCHES

Measure 8 inches up from your knee 
crease and at this point measure 
around the thigh



INCHES

Measure around the largest 
part of your bottom

INCHES

01- ALL ABOUT you.
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01- ALL ABOUT you.

Rate your current energy 
levels and confidence out of 10.

The key: 1 = Low 10 = High

01— How would you rate your current energy level?

02— How would you rate your current confidence level?


03— How would you rate your current happiness?


We suggest you take a front, side and rear-view photo of 
yourself. If you don’t have anyone to help you, you can use 
a mirror instead. We suggest you wear tight fitting clothes 
or a swimsuit for the photos, so you can see any changes 
clearly and without the obscurity of loose clothing.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

HOW TO TAKE PHOTOS
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01- ALL ABOUT you.

REMEMBER:

6

A number on a scale or tape does not mean anything compared to how healthy, 
confident, energised and happy you feel, so take note of how you feel as well.

WHY DITCH THE SCALES?
We think it is important to focus more on the change in 
your body composition rather than numbers on a scale. 
If you do want to weigh yourself, we strongly advise you 
to do it now and then every 4 weeks. There are a 
number of reasons for this including:

 Your hormone
 Hydration - the amount of fluid you have drunk (or not 

drunk) can have a big effect on the scales


 Even when you last went to the loo can 
affect the number on the scales!

 The change in your body composition 
(reduction of ‘fat’ stores and increase in 
‘muscle’ stores) is not shown by the number 
on the scales.

 Some people can fixate so much on 
the number on a scale and let it 
define them to the point which is not 
conducive to a ‘healthy’ mindset. You 
are so much more than a number on 
a scale
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01- ALL ABOUT you.

WHAT DO YOU WANT TO ACHIEVE?
Having a goal gives you something clear to aim for. Not only is it important to set 
yourself goals, it is also important to write them down and keep your focus on 
them. Place your written goals where you can see them on a daily basis to stay 
focused and on track.



You may, or may not, have heard of SMART goal setting before, but SMART stands 
for Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant and Timed. The SMART model is a 
simple way to order your goal, helping you clearly identify and increase your chances 
of achieving them. To give you a more detailed understanding, let’s take a look at 
what SMART goals mean.

When setting a goal, make sure it’s specific. For example: ‘I will drop 1 dress 
size in 8 weeks’ is specific, rather than ‘I want to lose weight’, which is very 
general. This simply helps with the next part – measuring your goal...

If your goal is specific, then in most cases it can be measured. In the example 
we used above, dropping a dress size can certainly be measured, so this will let 
you know exactly how far you’re off from achieving your goal. This then allows 
you to know if you need to make any changes now to help you stay on track to 
meet your goal.

If your goal was ‘I want to lose 1 dress size in 7 days’, this goal is completely 
unachievable (unless you are doing something very drastic and unhealthy for 
you!) and therefore isn’t going to motivate you to even attempt it. Your goal 
needs to fit in with the reality of your life. So, while it can certainly be something 
that’s a stretch – something to challenge you – it shouldn’t be impossible... and 
that fits in well for the next part when goal setting...

This is an important part that often gets missed when setting a goal. If your goal 
is not timed, then this can have a negative impact on your actions and motivation 
towards your goal becomes lost. Remember to keep a realistic timeline otherwise 
you are setting yourself up not to achieve a goal from the start.

It has to be relevant to you, if not then it’s less likely to motivate you. Why do you 
want to achieve this goal? What exactly does it mean to you? How will it feel to 
you to achieve it? What will it feel like?

S
M
A

T
R

SPECIFIC

MEASURABLE

ACHIEVABLE

RELEVANT

TIMED
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01- ALL ABOUT you.

EXAMPLE  GOALSMART 

S

M

A

T

R

S

M

A

T

R

We have given you space to write down your key goal for the next 12 
weeks. Remember It is important to write goals using positive language.

8

I will fit into my size 12 dress within 6 weeks

I will measure this by noting how my dress feels when I try it on

Yes this is achievable

Yes as I want to feel happy and confident at my friends wedding

I will achieve this in 6 weeks
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01- ALL ABOUT you.
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QUESTIONS FOR YOU

Now you know what you want to achieve, you can think about how you 
are going to achieve it. Write down three things you can start doing 
from today that will move you closer towards your goal:

01

02

03
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01- ALL ABOUT WEEKLY PLANyou. youR

YOUR

MENU

BREAKFAST

LUNCH

DINNER

SNACK

SNACK

WORKOUT/ 
REST DAY

MONDAY Tuesday WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY

NOTES
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The food planner below is for you to use to plan your weekly food ahead of time. You can create 
your own food plan using your own recipes, those found on the website or a mixture of the two.  
Just be sure to aim for the calorie amount given to you by the calorie calculator. 

There is also a space at the bottom to plan your workouts and rest days. Planning and writing down 
when you are going to exercise has been proven to help with adherence.  



Embodyment Journal
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PLANNING

PREPERATION AND TIPS

01- ALL ABOUT you.

The importance of meal planning and preparation cannot be 
under-estimated. When skillfully used, it can help you create a 
calorie deficit required for weight loss, the correct calorie intake for 
maintenance or a calorie surplus for when growth may be your 
goal, all the while providing your body the nutritious foods it needs 
to function and remain healthy.



There are various ways to plan meals, so be sure to pick the method 
that best fits with your lifestyle and routine. You may decide to 
batch cook all of your meals over the weekend (or choose 2 days 
through- out the week that work for you such as a Sunday and 
Wednesday), so you can easily grab meals and reheat them 
throughout the week. Alternatively, you may prefer to cook daily, in 
which case, opting to prepare all of your ingredients ahead of time, 
might work best for you.
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01- ALL ABOUT you.

WHAT ARE THE 
OF PLANNING AND 
PREPARING YOUR 
MEALS?

BENEFITS 

What are the benefits of planning and preparing your meals?

The advantages of meal planning are numerous. Planning meals helps you 
manage your time better and makes meal preparation easier. It can turn a 
hectic week into one that is nearly stress-free.



Saving time and money

Planning meals in advance allows you to create a shopping list ready for when 
you hit the supermarket (don’t forget to check what you already have in your 
cupboards, fridge and freezer first). Shopping from a list means you buy only 
what you need, saving you money and avoiding the likelihood of food waste 
too. Meal prepping means you can have prepared meals at the ready, perfect 
for saving money on takeaways or dinner out at the end of a long, hard day 
when you can’t be bothered to cook. If you are at college, university or work, 
lunch time can also be an expensive time if you haven’t planned, prepared 
and taken your lunch with you.

Planning and prepping meals also helps you save time as you don’t have to 
consider what to make every night. Let’s face it, who wants to spend lots of 
time in the kitchen at the end of the day staring into the fridge faced with the 
age-old conundrum of what to cook?



Eliminating the last-minute stress

Everyone knows how stressful it is to make a last-minute decision about a 
meal. You race home from work frantic and hungry, knowing you have just a 
short time to choose a dinner to ensure it is cooked and ready to place on the 
table. If you have a meal plan, you can take care of things in advance and all 
that is left at the end of a long day are those last few things to cook or even 
better putting an already prepared meal into the oven to reheat!
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02-               WEEK ONE.JOURNAL

DAY 01 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 02 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 03 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 04 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...
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Embodyment Journal

02-               WEEK ONE.JOURNAL

DAY 05 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 06 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 07 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...
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Embodyment Journal

02-               WEEK TWO.JOURNAL

DAY 01 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 02 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 03 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 04 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...
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02-               WEEK TWO.JOURNAL

DAY 05 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 06 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 07 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...
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02-               WEEK THREE.JOURNAL

DAY 01 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 02 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 03 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 04 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...
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02-               WEEK THREE.JOURNAL

DAY 05 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 06 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 07 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...
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02-               WEEK FOUR.JOURNAL

DAY 01 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 02 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 03 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 04 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...
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02-               WEEK FOUR.JOURNAL

DAY 05 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 06 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 07 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...
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Embodyment Journal

PROGRESS TIME
It is week 4! How quickly has that happened?!

It is time for you to retake your measurements and photos.



Don’t forget everyone’s journey is different and happens at 
different speeds so please do not compare yourself to anyone 
else. This is your journey..



CHEST

BOTTOM

WAIST

STOMACH

THIGHS

HIPS

Measure around the 
narrowest part of your torso


INCHES
Measure around your 
nipple line

INCHES

Measure around your 
hip bones

INCHES

Measure around your

belly button


INCHES

Measure 8 inches up from your knee 
crease and at this point measure 
around the thigh



INCHES

Measure around the largest 
part of your bottom

INCHES

01- ALL ABOUT you.
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02-               WEEK FIVE.JOURNAL

DAY 01 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 02 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 03 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 04 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...
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02-               WEEK FIVE.JOURNAL

DAY 05 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 06 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 07 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...
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02-               WEEK SIX.JOURNAL

DAY 01 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 02 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 03 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 04 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...
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02-               WEEK SIX.JOURNAL

DAY 05 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 06 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 07 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...
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02-               WEEK seven.JOURNAL

DAY 01 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 02 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 03 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 04 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...
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02-               WEEK seven.JOURNAL

DAY 05 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 06 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 07 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...
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02-               WEEK eight.JOURNAL

DAY 01 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 02 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 03 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 04 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...
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02-               WEEK eight.JOURNAL

DAY 05 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 06 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 07 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...
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PROGRESS TIME
It is week 8! How quickly has that happened?!

It is time for you to retake your measurements and photos.



Don’t forget everyone’s journey is different and happens at 
different speeds so please do not compare yourself to anyone 
else. This is your journey..



CHEST

BOTTOM

WAIST

STOMACH

THIGHS

HIPS

Measure around the 
narrowest part of your torso


INCHES
Measure around your 
nipple line

INCHES

Measure around your 
hip bones

INCHES

Measure around your

belly button


INCHES

Measure 8 inches up from your knee 
crease and at this point measure 
around the thigh



INCHES

Measure around the largest 
part of your bottom

INCHES

01- ALL ABOUT you.
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02-               WEEK NINE.JOURNAL

DAY 01 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 02 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 03 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 04 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...
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02-               WEEK NINE.JOURNAL

DAY 05 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 06 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 07 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...
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02-               WEEK TEN.JOURNAL

DAY 01 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 02 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 03 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 04 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...
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02-               WEEK TEN.JOURNAL

DAY 05 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 06 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 07 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...
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02-               WEEK ELEVEN.JOURNAL

DAY 01 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 02 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 03 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 04 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...
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02-               WEEK ELEVEN.JOURNAL

DAY 05 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 06 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 07 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...
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02-               WEEK TWELVE.JOURNAL

DAY 01 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 02 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 03 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 04 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...
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02-               WEEK TWELVE.JOURNAL

DAY 05 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 06 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...

DAY 07 DATE:
Today I have achieved...

Today I am grateful for...
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YOUR 
progress

03
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CHEST

BOTTOM

WAIST

STOMACH

THIGHS

HIPS

Measure around the 
narrowest part of your torso


INCHES
Measure around your 
nipple line

INCHES

Measure around your 
hip bones

INCHES

Measure around your

belly button


INCHES

Measure 8 inches up from your knee 
crease and at this point measure 
around the thigh



INCHES

Measure around the largest 
part of your bottom

INCHES
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PROGRESS TIME!
Well done! You are at the end of your 12 weeks so it’s time to 
re-measure and take your photos again.



If you have forgotten our guidance on taking your photos or 
measurements, flip back to the beginning of this journal to 
remind yourself.




Here at Embodyment we would love 
to hear about your results and we 
know the rest of the Embodyment 
community would love to hear too.  
So we can all be proud of your 
progress, don’t forget to share your 
results with the Facebook community 
and tag us in your Instagram posts. 

Embodyment Journal
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03-           PROGRESS.YOUR

Rate your current energy 
levels and confidence out of 10.

The key: 1 = Low 10 = High

01— How would you rate your current energy level?

02— How would you rate your current confidence level?


03— How would you rate your current happiness?


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

REMEMBER TO TAKE YOUR PHOTOS TO SEE IF YOU 
CAN SEE ANY CHANGES!



YOU

THIS.
GOT

©2021 Vici Digital

All rights reserved.
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